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INTRODUCTION.
In recent years a considerable amount of work has
been done on noise reduction in machines in general. In
particular, attention of many workers in the field has
been focussed on the noise reduction in jet engines,
which radiate a high level of noise. in this context a
study of. sound propagation in cylindrical ducts assumes
an understandable importance.
Propagation of sound in circular cylindrical ducts
has been investigated extensively in connection with a
jet engine compressor. It is important here to mention
*2 /-
the work done by Tyler and Sofrin which forms a basis
for much work done in the field. They have shown that
at very low shaft speeds a very high frequency noise is
generated due to the interaction of the rotor blades and
stator-vanes. Low frequency noise tends to attenuate
exponentially in a duct; whereas high frequency noise
propagates along the duct giving rise to spinning modes.
These result in an annoying noise radiated from the open
face of the duct.
From the noise control viewpoint, departures from
circular symmetry of the cross-section of the duct evoke
considerable interest. Elliptic duct intakes have been
used in aircraft design, e.g. Boeing 727. Equations
governing sound propagation in a duct of elliptic cross-
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section are quite well known. ' Using elliptic cylin-
drical coordinates the wave equation separates into
Mathieu equation and modified Mathieu equation. This has
been discussed in the works of many authors', e.g. Chu
(6), Jeffreys (13), Daymond (7) in connection with
electromagnetic wave guides and oscillations in a lake
with elliptic boundaries. However all work, has been
concentrated on the lowest order principal freguencies.
These eigen frequencies decrease rapidly in the case of
even solutions of the modified Mathieu equation for in-
creasing eccentricity of the cross-section and increase
in the case of odd solutions. It is, therefore, of in-
terest to investigate the behaviour of these waves for
higher order modes.
The pressure gradient normal to the duct wall
vanishes under the boundary conditions that there are no
reflections of the pressure fluctuations at the open end
of the. duct and that the duct is hard walled. This means
the derivative, normal to the duct wall, of the pressure
function is zero,. The pressure function is a combination
of Mathieu function and modified Mathieu function. Due
to the continuity of pressure function in any particular
cross-section of the duct, the solution are periodic.
For a particular, eccentricity, the eigen frequencies for
various modes are obtained as the lowest parametric zeros
of the derivatives of the modified Mathieu functions.
In a duct of circular section, the eigen frequen-
cies are obtained directly as parametric zeros of the de-
rivatives of the Bessel functions. But, in a duct of
elliptic section, the -eigen frequencies for the relevant
eccentricities cannot be obtained in a straight forward
manner. To obtain the eigen frequencies, a family of
ellipses of same area, say It , are considered. For
chosen positive increasing values of the parameter, the
zeros of the derivative of the modified Mathieu function
are found. From these the corresponding eccentricities
and the eigen frequencies are computed. Then the eigen
frequencies for the particular eccentricities are ob-
tained by interpolation of the values already knovm.
For higher order modes, high values of the para-
meter have to be considered. Further the function has
. to be evaluated for these high values of the parameter.
It is essential, therefore to check the validity and
the rapidity of convergence of the various series ex-
pansions of the modified Mathieu function. 'The separ-
ation constant, which appears due to the separation of
the wave equation, known as the characteristic value is.
tabulated in Blanch and Rhodes (5) for large values of
the parameter. With the help of a computer program the
coefficients for the series expansions for modified
Mathieu functions are generated from these characteristic
values. The zeros are then found and the eigen frequen-
cies obtained as mentioned in the previous paragraph-.
The eigen frequencies for ellipses of eccentricities
. 1 (0.1) .9 and 0.95 have been obtained for the integral
orders 1-15 of the function, both even and odd. The eigen
frequencies for even functions have been tabulated in
Tables C and those for odd functions in Tables D.
1. PROPAGATION OF WAVES IN CIRCULAR DUCTS.
1.1 The study of noise in a jet engine compressor may
26
be broadly classified into three main divisions:
(1) generation of noise due to the movement of
the rotor- blades
(2) the propagation of the noise through a cylin-
.drical duct enclosing the rotor blades
and . (3) the radiation of the noise into free space
from the open face of the duct.
The work described herein is mainly concerned with
the propagation of noise through elliptic ducts. Propa-
gation in circular ducts has been described extensively
in the literature. A brief review of the propagation in
circular ducts (which lends itself more easily for anal-
ysis) will help in a better understanding .of the more
general case of propagation through elliptic ducts.
1.2 The noise in a compressor engine is generated
mainly due to two causes.
(1) When the rotor blades move with given angular
velocity, pressure fluctuations are caused at a blade,
passage frequency. These pressure fluctuations rotate with
rotor angular velocity giving rise to harmonically related
frequencies.
(2) Due to the interaction of rotor blades and
stator vanes high frequency noise is generated when
(a) the wakes of upstream stator are cut by the
rotor blades
\j
(b) the rotor blade wakes are cut by the downstream
stators
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and (c) the rotating periodic pressure field is in- •
terrupted by reflecting objects nearby.
These give rise to very high frequency noise even
at low rotor speeds. The sound field so generated is
allowed to pass through a duct of rigid walls enclosing
the rotor.
1.3 The sound pressure fields obey the well-known wave
?n ? 1equation <^,^i
,,'! being the cartesian coordinates andQ is the
free space velocity of sound.
If ( h j ^'l"} denote, cylindrical polar coordinates
- h..-'
t -- £-
the wave equation (1..1) takes the form
-h ^ -1 '
By the separation of variables (so that the normal
modes are obtained) the solution is of the form
Substituting in equation (1.2) and dividing by P , gives
(1.3)
The f\ and !> terms can then each be equated to
/ > -2-
constants, say, - /? and - ^ respectively, and
so
Equation (1.3) then reduces to
' * !* = o
- _ 7>7 " (where Tn is a positive integer)
(1.4)
the above equation reduces to
V- • ?- •->- i-\; ./; /JA / / to -. ?>?
+ ~- - (1.5)
.The equations in (9^ ^ andt are all of the same
form and their solutions are all given by imaginary ex
ponentials.
the equation (1.5) for P. takes the form of Bessel's
1R ? fi
equation and the solution is given by '
= ft Zr
tn
• . - "i..
- 6 '-
•J-. \f
where <J and /- are Bessel's functions. of the firsthi ™
and second kind respectively. // Q are weight con-
stants for an arbitrary pressure distribution.
But since — > c& . as A ~5>o<3 and since the pressure
function is finite everywhere within the duct including the
V 'duct axis, /y is not included in the solution.
1.4 For a hard-walled duct, the normal pressure gra-
dient at the duct walls is zero. The equation of the
duct wall is given by fo- J\ (a constant).
Hence =0
which is the same as
/>•= R
For a given value of Tn and A , there is an in-
finity k (j<1-~V>h'i-> - - - •) of values of /^ which satisfies
this equation, each An increasing in magnitude with ^ .i .
For a given -x. , the pressure function has ,#- pressure nodes
in the radial direction. ' -'
So the pressure distribution function can be written
as
m
° e 3/?'*•'frcS tn V
.(At any fixed position,CO represents the circular fre-
quency of the pressure fluctuations).
- 7 -
in the above equation
=^3 c2-
1.5 Thus for any given value of /£ only values of a)
/*} jLA*
which are greater than ck give rise to real values
tyJA.
of A? . Hence the ' A ' "mode of the pressure function5 <>
gives rise to a sinusoidal pressure distribution along
the axis of the duct, causing the wave to propagate in
this direction. Values of c.o <• t R , give imaginary
lYlM.
I •
values of /? ; the pressure function becomes a negative
%
exponential in <z which results in an exponential attenu-
ation of the pressure wave along the duct axis. This is
known as the 'cut-off' phenomenon.'
The values of k give the cut-off frequencies
rnti.
for the various modes }n of the pressure distribution.
It is interesting to note that, as A/, increases in value,
f-y also increase. j? gives the lowest cut-off
mj/i - wo
frequency for a particular mode ' ^  ' of the pressure
function. These values may be found in any tables relating
to Bessel functions - see for example Olver 22.
The decay rates for frequencies below cut-off and
their significance in a practical situation has been dem-
^ o C O £1
onstrated by several workers. ' '
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2. DERIVATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION IN ELLIPTIC
COORDINATE SYSTEM AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
2.1 To study the behaviour of waves in an elliptic
duct it becomes essential that a proper system of co-
ordinates is chosen, the most convenient and relevant
being the elliptic coordinate system.
If (X,ij»rt» ) are the cartesian coordinates and
( g .t ~>l,n)) the elliptic cylindrical coordinates, the
following relation holds between them:
u •-
V
and when the wave equation (1.1) is considered, the time
variable is kept unchanged.
In any ^-constant plane, the ?)- constant curves
are hyperbolae; the £•- constant curves are ellipses with
3 J -
major axis 3.Ji> i>nA.£ and minor axis .-3 A- (X-Wv? . The foci
P ?
are at (4-^ ,0) and ( - - / v , C > ) . (Fig. 2)




To obtain a separable solution, as before, can
be written as
_. 9 _
so that equation (2.1) reduces to, on substitution of the
value of b and division by h ,
,
= a
i j - •)









where ' tLf is a separation constant, known as the char-
acteristic number.
The above equations can now be -written out separ-
ately as -follows: . •
I f o - . , t O ' - y " (2.4)t
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which are the canonical forms of Mathieu's equation and
2,19
the modified Mathieu equation.
It can be seen here that if V - iZ equation (2.5)
transforms to equation (2.6) and conversely if <j = 2 TJ ,
equation (2.6) transforms to equation (2.5).
. The separation constant ' &,? here is such that as
a ._=> Q , d. -> Tn2'? where ?>'L-is a positive integer.
2.2 The solutions of equation (2.5) are the even and
odd Mathieu functions, C£>
 } and -£>£-/n of order ?n , vjhen
2
cX ->> tn. as « --> o • These functions C•c/7i 5 ^^ '-)TI are
functions of both ">? and O/ and are such that as <? -5> <D ,?  Q   ci
C& ~$> C<?<> 7>7 r? and ^e •-> /4i-'n >u^9 • ^'he even 'cosine-elliptic1
t,
functions correspond to the cosine functions in the circu-
lar case and the odd 'sine-elliptic1 functions correspond
to the sine functions. In a circular duct the periodic .
sinusoidal waves of order Too, around its periphery can be of
either sinusoidal or cosinusoidal form depending on their
values at any particular vectorial axis. In an elliptic
duct, these wave forms are dependent on the axis of sym-
metry. For the same value of cL and $/ , c' £-; and .-6£^  form a
fundamental system of solution for the Mathieu equation
(2.5). The solution, therefore, can be written as
. . . . - . ' ... - 11 - . . - •
which gives us. the pressure distribution in the circum-
ferential mode. The CB-m and -42^ are periodic with
period T or %1] depending on 'YYi being even or odd.
The solutions of the modified Mathieu equation
(2. 6). are the modified Mathieu functions, also called
radial Mathieu Functions as they represent the radial
pressure distribution in the duct. It can be shown that
as t] — > o , the equation (2.6) reduces to the Bessel's
' 19
 r
equation (1.5). The radial Mathieu functions (~ & ^ and
o £. of the first kind are the even ' cosh-ellip.tic1 and
odd ' sinh-elliptic ' functions respectively and they are
periodic with period ~/7 I or £71' Z . As. a matter of fact
There exist radial Mathieu functions of the second,
third and fourth kind, but these functions do not satisfy
(as shall be shown) the necessary boundary conditions and
hence are not included, in the pressure distribution
function.
2.3 The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the
pressure function h> in a reference plane fk - 0 are as
follows:
(a) Since P is single-valued, it is periodic in
with a maximum period of
_ 1 p _JL C—
(b) p ( &
 } J ) is continuous in the duct and in
particular, it is continuous across the interfocal line,
i.e.
(c) On crossing the interfocal line, there is
continuity of the pressure gradient, so that
(0,7)
''
and (d) the component of the pressure gradient normal
to the wall of the duct (it being hard walled) is zero at
the walls. On this boundary 1> - £ .
Hence
=o . . .
The functions C£y and ^ ?^n are periodic in 71
(and with period T\ or j^ 'JJ , so long as rru is a positive
integer). Hence they satisfy condition (a).
If £' £
 Jn ( ^ i /i ) is a solution of equation (2.6),
( 0,9 ) is a constant. C^^ (y ) = c&m-* as
are
 even functions.
So ^^( ?j)C(i ( ">] ) satisfies condition (b).
ft / ft ' I
Since 5e(0 ) , 5e ^ ) x S - . 5 V ^ . Hencew
satisfies condition (b)
Consider now . Ce f?)-<^  A7) • Since /, 5.
^ / />? / fri
' ^ ^ being odd,
AC. (-ty-So Cn^  (%) •* 2ft ('7/) does not satisfy condition (b).
On the same lines it can be proved that £ (% CO-irn. • / •* m
does not satisfy condition (b) .
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It can be proved that the combinations C <i (^ )
ft?) and & ) ^  id h) satisfy the conditions (a),
(b) and (c) and are in fact the only possible combinations
of Mathieu and modified Mathieu functions satisfying the
boundary conditions (a), (b) and (c). The solutions of
the second, third and fourth kinds fail to satisfy the
condition (c) and hence are not included in the pressure
function.
Hence the only acceptable solutions of the wave




which satisfy the conditions (a) , (b) and (c) .
Nov.' the condition (d) requires that when ^ " f
 0
(i.e. on the boundary of the elliptic duct) SJ? - O
which is
- O or - JL = 0
(2.7, 2.8)
o
corresponding to each value oftn,, these equations, for a
given value ? of "P , give an infinity of positive values/ *-' /
of Q > which satisfy the above equations. The first equa-
tion gives a set of values c\ ' (^ n.^ 0,1)^ , -- • • ) which
satisfy it. The second equation gives a set of values
C) 7>iLt. (sav) which satisfy it. These are known as the para-
metric zeros of the functions. For each value of /-^ , both
-- 14 -
n and <•/ give the nodal (zero pressure) ellipses
' / /£-{- is /'7 A£-
the reference plane. Since L £. and J£ from a
fundamental system of solution for equation (2.6), it is
to be noted that none of the '? and c\ ^  are the same/' W/t / 7>^ i
for the same value of m and /t and a given characteristic
,value
- 15 -
3. PREVIOUS WORK ON ELLIPTIC WAVE PROPAGATION.




is obtained. l\ 9, / A here corresponds to the ' ' /4 ' men-
tioned in the circular case. As Q -$> O , equation (2.6)
reduces to equation (1.4) as mentioned earlier. Indeed,
this corresponds to J\ ~> O with the ellipses becoming
circles.
If U>/e is such that CO/ g <s gjo i^
 ? where 3
is a parametric zero obtained from equation (2.7), the'




function becomes a negative exponential resulting in an
exponential decay of waves along the axial direction of
the .duct.
If LO/c :>- _-2 y ? In, > real values of-/4 are ob-
I M/<- j
tained and this mode is propagated along the duct without
attenuation.
For a particular ?n , "? gives the parametric
zero such that U?/e >. £ Jq / /v , which gives the cut-off
frequency for the particular mode Yfl, • The higher order
radial modes associated with <?. are of less significance/ tnju.
and will not be considered further.
Though the theory of propagation arid attenuation
- 16 -
Iof waves with elliptic boundary conditions have been
fi 7 10 13
considered by many authors ' ' ' actual determination
of the 'non-dimensionalised' cut-off frequencies, though
only for the lowest order modes, 0 and 1, have been found
only by Chu and by Daymond. In what follows work done by
Jeffreys, Chu and Daymond is described as a basis for fur-
ther development.
13 /3.2 In an elliptical lake of uniform depth ot, let
*\ represent the vertical displacement from its equilib-
rium position of the water surface. Let the lake be sta-
tionary in space and let ^  be an imaginary exponential
function of the time variable t . If ^ is so small that
-its second and higher powers could be neglected, it can be




C - 9 cL , C being the free wave velocity in an unrestricted
° • • /
expanse of water of uniform depth . cL and Q • being the ac-
celeration due to gravity. X, U coordinates are chosen
with axes along the major and minor axes respectively of
the elliptic boundary, origin being at its centre (Fig. 2).
Transforming to elliptic coordinates (see chapter II)
the equation (3.2) reduces to •
3
T,he form of ^  is then, given by
17 -
(3.4)
CO is the angular frequency of vibration of the ?nth
mode and c^is the relative phase angle.
The velocity normal to an ellemental arcual length
0t& of an ellipse, that is, in the direction cLn , is given
by
n
On the boundary . <• - £ , the normal velocity is zero and
hence
Q} - ri ar,r1 ^ <° <• ^ > *L ' ~~ &
which reduces to v. e ( >0 > // ~ u and)n '
from eq\iation (3.4).
The values <•] and ^ . satisfying the above
respective equations have now to be found.
Consider the lowest modes ?)-?-/, l<- -I when ^ is
/i f \ ^ / \
proportional to L t ^ 5 > f i, ' ^  ^ 'i ( J> % a ) • s;Le^ us
consider an ellipse of given eccentricity.
Suppose the boundary of the elliptic lake has ec-
• 1 t F -L ^_
centricity 5 - 0-8 • Then cosh '^'/^  - f' ^  ^ } ^ ^r L ^ o)~ }
From the expansions of C& ("%0 ^ 9/.) (see Chapter IV)











Since 6(2 . ( >t, ^ (,VJ - O , substituting in terms of
^0) and ex/>(- 5o) for Ai-^L ^0 , an equation
in c< is obtained. The smallest positive root of this
equation gives
and since
<? 'O • 07 , i.e. <? Cl
2.
Therefore £Oy £M /-^ <- , which gives the pulsata.nce
of the v/ater waves mainly parallel to the direction of
the major axis. From Bessel function tables, the lowest
9
root for a circular lake is given by (-Of &- j C ^  /-S4 or
v, =. l-tit, Cl*,
Thus we see that the pulsatance of this mode for a lake
of eccentricity £ - 0 • § is only slightly different
from the same for a circular lake.
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Let ^ <X Se.(§ 9 )^£, (^7 .9 ) , in which case
y I -^ > Jsll ' I / ' /'//' .
the oscillations are across the major axis.
3|0 '\ + £ (£ COA& .5T|o -r 3
fc_y
3 ^  (^  a^ vt 3|0) + co^sA |0





Considering an elliptic boundary of eccentricity 6 = O-Q
the equation Sa. ( ^ 0 ^ q J) ~ Q reduces to a cubic in
^ , whose smallest positive root <X QJ < I "~J S~ , so
that Q C^ / -4 .
>'" -Z i « c.2- - « ^-96 £.
 = . nofi
Hence, since ^/ — ___>^i__ > ' CL /.
' * 5 ~T" " ' »v
_ •^e"
Comparing LOJ , and <^o »
^- ^ *3± ~ /.s-8
^ /-87
v;hich shows that the pulsatance across the major axis is
about 40 per cent more than that parallel to the major
axis. '
When the eccentricity of the lake boundary tends
to unity, the lake is a long narrow ellipse. Now, since
c o ^ A l ~ 1 1 & ' lo has values very near zero and •*
If •••*> ^ Cef ($,}„) C&j (J ,}„) , the equation
c ? 7, ) = ° reduces to ^•5C| of- 0- t>&<*'-cl«<4 / =
where o( ~ j j % <y .




 0. /M ,so
Hence as g. -> /' , we get ^/ - / 'S8"6 C. j £L~ which
shows that the effect of elongating an ellipse on the
frequency for- the lowest mode is quite negligible.
3.3 In the paper by Chu , electro- magnetic waves in
a perfectly conducting elliptic metal pipe have been dis-
cussed. The values of the critical cut-off wavelengths
have been calculated for the electrical field E waves
and the magnetic field H-waves.
For an electro-magnetic wave, the Maxwell's equa-
tions have to be solved, assuming a boundary condition
that the tangential component of the electrical field in
air must vanish. It is further assumed that the metal
'pipe has perfect conductivity. With the help of these
equations, the wave equationsfor £., and A/ ., components
& &
of the electric and magnetic field respectively are ob-
tained. As the wave is propagating in an elliptic guide,
both £~ and H * satisfy the Mathieu equation (2.5) and
o J .
the modified Mathieu equation (2.6).






")YI th order of the functions being considered.
If the longitudinal component of the electric field
is zero then h ~ 0 and- the propagating wave is called
o
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an H-wave. So the components of the field in this case
are given by
j~| n — .' as in equation (3.6)
.. .




Since the tangential component of the electric
field /:
 ?, must vanish on the boiindary <: =.- ^ o ,
•
These equations determine values 9 >/ in o r n O
of fy which give the critical cut-off frequencies of the
?n th order wave. It is particularly interesting to note
that the sound waves in a duct behave very similarly to
these H-waves.
- 22 -
If the longitudinal component of the magnetic field
vanishes while both the transverse and the longitudinal
components of the electric field exist, this wave is call-
ed an E-wave. In this case MI - O , and £ .-, is given
* d
by equation (3.5). These waves satisfy the boundary con
ditions ^^ -^  C^o ; 1/~) ~ O an<^ e (^ 0; J/) ~ ® '
The wavelengths A
 )y.ia for cut-off condition are
given .by the relation K
 n~^/"rci where k'mo ~ ^^
ya //v or ^  y'9 / Vv depending on whether even or odd
function is considered.
Fig. 3 represents the ratios XojJ& as functions
of the eccentricity Q of the ellipses; Ao are cut-off
wavelengths for orders 0 and 1, P is the periphery of the
pipe given by >77
 a 'fa
3.4 The above gave an idea of the behaviour of the
waves when a circular pipe was deformed into an elliptic
one. The values of the cut-off frequencies were found not
independent of the periphery of the ellipse. In what follows
7
, the ellipse is so deformed that the area of the cross-
section remains constant, while the eccentricity changes.
Let this constant area be 77 , which is also the area of a
circle of unit radius.
14An important property " connected with the reduced
wave equation
(3.7)
for a region R. is given below. The cut-off frequencies
- 23 -
for ellipses of different sizes but same eccentricity can
be scaled from this property.
If the equation (3.7) is valid 'under the boundary
condition o^ j'd'n ~ Q , on the boundary of A? , then there
is an infinity of values of h. , k • (1 - £> I j^ - - • • ) such that
Q •- Ji < k ^ h ^ -
which satisfy the equation (3.7). These K- are known as
the eigen values of equation (3.7).
If A is the area of the region R, ft is the area
of- another region /?•' which is similar to R and if fa- are
the values of k. satisfying equation (3.7) for the region
R , then
- 2, ,
•it " 'A" • . (3-8)
Hence, the eigen values /<- corresponding to any -
other elliptical boundary with the same eccentricity <o
can be found with the help of equation (3.8), once the
eigen values corresponding to an ellipse, with area ~7T
.and eccentricity Q , have been found.
Consider an ellipse of eccentricity Q and area 77 .






_ ,* v.Since the area of the ellipse is // , Ji. ~ & L' e
Let 6~AC]~ - ~ €,"/-€, . (3.9)
If < "•= 5
 0 on the boundary, then
If H, r JC{/ ^ tX-fC^ o) " and ^ - yb
.tor
Hence = V « (3.10)
,'*•'/«
and since £~ i^e2'(/-ei) ' (from (3.9))
-'/*>Z / i / 2. \ /^
ta =: A M-e yft l
 (3.11)
The boundary conditions reduce to ,
Determining the parametric zeros by direct evalu-
ation is not possible in practice. The method used to ob-
tain the values of k (=<#/)?• /-«0 is given in detail in
7 •Chapter V. jn Daymond's work the principal frequencies
have been found. It shall be discussed how the cut-off
frequencies have been found for higher orders. The values
calculated for the lowest order agree with those found in
Daymond.
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4. MATHIEU FUNCTIONS AND EXPANSIONS IN SERIES.
(4>2)
are Mathieu equation and modified Mathieu equation re-
spectively.
The solutions of equation (4.1) can be classified
into four categories as follows:
(i) CG,. /v 3. ") . even functions with period 7£•>•), \ /> y '
(ii) ££, . ['n <9 ) , even functions with period^TT
(iiD/.Sf^ j^ ^ V^ /-) > °dd functions with period ^
(iv) i-'^ £n • i (?! > cl) > odd functions with period -2 ~H~
(Only periodic functions occur in the pressure
function and hence they are considered here).
Functions (-G. •.
 7, , £e-n , Oe, , ^ )en
•*-
 l
 ^?7f/ . JK-i-Ji 3r>fl
respectively correspond to the above functions and are
solutions of equation (4.2). These functions have imag-
inary periods.





where the coefficients A,B are functions of Q. , and so
are the characteristic numbers a, b. The functions in
(4.3) are normalised such that
77 J '"-/'/ ' '' v/, " / '/ / (4.4)
6 ^
for all a . From (4.3) and the orthogonal property of the
circular functions, (4.4) gives
0Q ^ (2n)~l °^ r (i-Ml) 1 J~~
h-iL ~h-j ^--oi 3^-1 j
 (4^5)
c&
The constant term in the expansion of £&$ (•J > % ' ^ -s
, for if 9 - o •> the equation (4.4) would become
77
"0
If "£ - 7,")} > then the solutions of (4.2) can be
written as .
• - 27 -
(4.6)
(i v)
The A, B, a and b being .the same as in (4.3) for the same
f- .
4.2 At this point, another method of normalisation of
22the solutions of equation (4.1) is given. (This has
been used by most American authors). The solutions in
this case are -_>e. , 0^ 5, (not to be confused with/i A,
solutions of (4.2)) normalised by the conditions
and
I—
where A - 4 <]/ , ^ is the same as in equation (4.1).
The expansions of S(? and ->tl> are given respec
tively by
and
where h ~ 0 or 1. according as. the function under consider
ation is of period "IT or =2'7/~ and &-£. ^ ft +£.<% Mo - I .+
• "
- 28 -
(Xs t > t- , being the ev.en and odd characteristic numbers/i- 'A
in (4.3) respectively.
The normalisation condition gives
The relationship between the coefficients here and the






4.3 On substituting the value of C6 from (4.3) in the2n •
Mathieu equation (4.1) and equating to zero the coefficients
of £0,*>£h-i], the following recurrence relation is obtained




Let Ao decrease to zero as A- becomes very large
. - 29 -
comp aired to the order of the function.




0.- b h, '
If h-l-l} is v;ritten f or
So, when h. ~> <S-> > V
Thus Vy. cannot have a unique finite limit other than
zero.
Hence
As the coefficients /?„ are so found that /•?,, -$>£><"«>
l?-t, too must approach zero. Hence one of the solutions
cJ h,
of the third of the equations (4.7) tends to zero when
?L -^ &° while the other tends to ^  . But we cannot have
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a solution tendin to Hence when ./^ is very large
and CL< If *.-t-lt~. With
finite
O A -»
So for a real y\ as / CJQt>Zh.t\\ < / »-c
is absolutely .convergent. Since for any ?i in a given *
/
closed interval, it is possible to find an M independent
of Y] such that
J_ Al
the series is uniformly convergent. Thus the expansion
(4.3) for 6£9 represents a continuous function for all
real y





so long as / ^/ remains finite, i.e. ^ is finite.
From the above, it follows that the f ourier-series expan-
sion for
^
is absolutely and uniformly convergent for
- 31
any finite s . On the same lines of proof as above,
taking the relevant difference equations, it can be




are all absolutely and uniformly. ,
convergent. Since the expansions are uniformly convergent
for a given Q. and for any finite ^ , the series can be
differentiated term by term and the series expansions so
obtained for the derivations are absolutely and uniformly
convergent for any finite ^ "./
4.4 • It will now be shown that the solutions of equa-
tion (4.2) can be expressed as a rapidly converging
9 19
'Bessel function series.
If ^ -=. '2k CG.'.l' ^
the equation (4.2) becomes





i'S a solution of the above equation "(4.8). Substituting
the value of <\ from (4.9) into (4.8), we obtain
"' = o (4.10)
where
Since are solutions of Bessel 's equation,
- 32
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J~n " ~= ^
from the recurrence relationship between Bessel function
and its derivative. . . ...
So, from (4.11), (4.12), the equation (4.10) becomes
- - - + = (4.13)
o r C - i , , , * > * ™ * ~ - ,4.14)
Equating the coefficients of J~ to zero (m = 0 ,1 ,2 ,
*? >n




Comparing equations (4.15) and equations (4.7), they are
found to be the 'same, with /) in (4.7) replaced by c
Tn f>\
Hence Cn are proportional to /):
/
- 3'3 -
C ,, are proportional to A, and it can be noticed
ai >n x?n
that cosh .^o,.,^  and Ja (cosh 3-m£ ) are both periodic with/ - £rn • ?
period 77 2
°^- ** A ~>~ /'I !Hence K ^- C~0 ^ s^3yn L%kttek ?) are solutions of




 ^ ~ 7L2" J~ ( O) ~ n for all mJ except J~ ( O ) which/ ,2 ^  ^ 7n O





Follov;ing arguments similar to above, we obtain the series












4.5 . Here a new set of functions are introduced, which
.are respectively proportional to functions(4.16) - (4.19),
but are normalised differently.




As in Article 4.4, it can be proved, by direct sub-
stitution in equation (4.2), that expansion (4.20) and
(4.21) are solutions of the equation (4.2) and again as
these are periodic functions with period TT 2 or .2TT2 cor-
responding to the functions with the same period, it follows
that '^£tt are proportional to L-SC , JQ to
-
to Ce.. and J o ,, to
The J£. and Jo have been used in the computations
/"'in this work, as they are more convenient than the ^& and
S& .
The convergence of the above series is discussed at
the end of this chapter.
4.6 Consider the reduced wave equation
^ a. ^  //£
—^ +• + #, <» •= C> (4.22)




where k. J\ — ^ / o ' , when the cartesian coordinates
(x,y) are transformed to elliptic coordinates (X> "5 ) •
If in the above, ^ ., ^  ^  , so that X.-h.e.ob'z
^ _ • £• *- ^  •, " ^ - (these are the modified
elliptic coordinates) equation (4.23) takes the form
It shall now be proved that any solution of the-
above equation (4.24) forms a nucleus for an integral
2 19
equation involving a solution of the Mathieu's equation'.
The main aim of this theorem is to obtain a series expan-
sion for the modified Mathieu function in a product of
Bessel functions* - . •
4.7 If (i) d> ( £ ^  is a function satisfying the
Mathieu's equation for a particular value of a and <q.
(ii) u~i s. <j ; ^ > ) is an analytic function of,? ^
belongs to a region X in the complex ^ -plane,
belongs to a region Z in the complex ^ -plane) satisfying
equation (4.24)
and (iii) (a) the values of the expression
i
the ends of a path C of integration,
lying wholly within the Z-region of the \ -plane, are the
same
and also (b) J exists for all in X,
and the -integral converges uniformly in. ? for all ^  in X,





satisfies the Mathieu's equation for all £ in X for the




Because of the hypothesis (iii) (b), the integral G
C/£
can be differentiated under the integral sign.
Hence q j / x , ( |, S') ^ (?" "
Therefore ^ ' + (d- 2V CoA£^)x - // — ^  ^  Ca ~ ^ X
(4.25)
(from hypothesis (ii))
Integrating / •—•—• $i*$)a/"$ by parts, we obtain
Jc
i 1 1
^ /»•- C/ ,*
-c ™ , . (4.26)
(due to hypothesis (iii) (a))
So • ~ -
+ a-»
/! ' ^ (from (4.25) and ( 4 . 2 6 ) )
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BY hypothesis (i), (p satisfies Mathieu's equation hence
the. integral on the right vanishes and
which shows that x satisfies the Maihieu's equation.
From above it follows that:
If (b [_ Z \ is a basically periodic solution of
withMathieu's equation, (f ^ is symmetric in <j
 > ^ ,
the same period as p [ ^ \ , and the integration is over
any finite period of (f> {^J , then ^ ^  ) satisfies the
integral equation
(4.27)
where the integral is not improper.
As the integrand is basically periodic in <*
 i the integral
itself is basically periodic in ^ . By the theorem above,
it satisfies the same Mathieu equation as d> (jj).
 : Since
there is only one basically periodic solution of this equa-
tion, the integral itself is a multiple of d> (?) . Hence
the equation (4.27). It may happen that the integral itself
is zer>o, in which case ,A can be taken to be infinite and
the result holds.
4.8 Thus we know that any basically periodic solution
of equation (4.24) in modified elliptic coordinates can be
i
the nucleus of the integral equation (4.27).
Consider a solution of the reduced wave equation
(4.22) in cylindrical polar coordinates.
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and c?l ' ?-~T - o ' ( '^ a positive integer)
-- -|- "x> ' '--'
<5/ ^ (see Chapter I)
where ft = R ( T ( 0)
Hence the solution of equation (4.22) can be given as
Since >: - A co.4^ £<?xi ^ M '=- j -A
i-
(4.28)
and since ^ -A •= <% J Q





T 'A •» 1 /~i - //" ,-< I /3
-+• 2- OtV\. P y - C.C.O-b> DDeMoivre' s therem gives O T
Hence equating the real and imaginary parts and sub-
stituting the values of cos & and sin 0 , the expressions
for cos 7^ $ and sin ~i>0 are obtained.'
Consider the expression
*»
Obviously ££,, f^ ,1-)) satisfies condition (i) Article
4.7. Jg j L &!/>)' is symmetric in <; and X (since /-> is
symmetric in £ and ^) and since cos 'i^ d. -
f -\N3L coiV e^-S'5 \ ? ,J ^Cdvi '(-i— ___! - i- \ \ , so is cos v and for that
^ u^ .wj-f.c^ t
matter, so is sin'Vjj
Hence J C^/>) C-O4^^> B satisfies condition (ii)
• oi ~^
Article" 4i 7. •
Since P ^ are periodic in ^ with period 77"2 , so is
Hence condition (iii) (a) of article 4.7 is satisfied and
so is condition (iii) (b) , due to the nature of the func-
tion JI , c4/0 C-OA. 3^>& . As a result of Article 4.7,
-, therefore satisfies the integral equation
(4.29)
4.9 In the equation (4.29) let V-
Then that equation can be written as
(4.30)
Consider the addition formula for Bessel function of the
- 40 - '







if 9 ^ and k = 9,
Therefore applying formula (4.31),
J
If
Therefore, from the integral equation (4.29)
ce, t°>(
Orthogonality of the circular functions gives
77 /







A simpler expression for A^^ can be obtained as follows:
If in the expansion (4.16) for ' ^  <-'~ •-»-.; 4-~ -> £
it becomes
, we write 2^ f or ^ ,
Therefore
As the series on both sides of the above equation are uni
formly convergent (see articles 4.3, 4.12), term by term
integration is permissible. Integrating both sides with
























and the second term gives ,y
 (2»)




If in equation (4.36) we write 2 F for $ , -the equa-
tion becomes
(4.37,
Awhere ^ has the value given by equations (4.34) or
(4.35).
/° / >- "\This is the expansion for '-£. ( 5 ; c// J) in Bessel
function product series.
4.10 Obtaining a series of the form (4.37) for the other
functions Cn^ , S C0 , ^ f is not as5>n-/ ^ ?^n^  ; Ar>+\
straight forv;ard as above.
We obtain, for Ce. (say), a series of the form
•*
- Z^IT/,
 / f 2 \ - r / / - \
constant X cosh 'r ^L /j • jT («( .^ J J (^ J
"
u
v;here '"'0<L are not the same as /r . This can3.h,+l ^A-f/
be obtained using the method described in articles 4.7,
4.8 and 4.9.
We can also have expansions with the same coefficients,
but in this case the expansion functions are more complicated.
In what follows, a series expansion for Cg.: ( ^  tf-l }&[')T-)- j ^  ~* s y /
is obtained.
As in articles 4.7 and 4.8, it can be proved that
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If we write 2 5 for
where /
 ?
For any cylinder function Z,
_____ — — -- - L.-^
- ^1VV
' 5 (4.38)
where wa= ^ V^ | -*• 3'^ ^  ^ 4^ -y
 ; /^, | <. /vj and
are the Gegenbauer's polynomials, (coefficients of
"^
x in the expansion of / / - ^x ea-4 •S'*) f x^3 in the ascendingm
powers of x) , so that
In particular if P = 1,
From the above we obtain
(






















/ITo obtain the series with n
consider WA = J^


























can as in Article (4.9),
On the same lines as these, the expansions for e.^ and
are obtained and. are given as follows:
/ r r -^^ oi1 *, J
where
v.'here
These expansions of the modified Mathieu functions
can also be obtained by another method - see Dougall 8,
McLachlan 19.
4.11 -As in Article 4.5, functions J~£ e9-v.,>
X /) • ^\ v ^  /
^
•* ^ n -f I








where i>-l - /-6 .„ > and
Though for computational work these expansions are
not convenient, they are helpful in as much as they pro-
vide an independent means of evaluating the functions.
In the next article it will be proved that these expan-
sions converge much faster than expansions in Article 4.5.
4.12 Let M/^ denote the .^ th term in-the expansion





When . •=:? j\ is very large in comparison-with the argument




 - ' as
Hence - - ^ - > / ._ /f/ \ CD^k <?/ whether p is 0 or 1.
•fO^^-'-O2" •- ' . (4.40)
As A — 5> °3> i the above expression tends to zero, and
• so by the ratio test the series is absolutely convergent.
As /^ Jj^ ff^ jL^
 faster than l^I/JL- (see Article 4.3)
expansions. (4.20) , (4.21) converge faster than expansions
(4.6).
Now, in any finite closed region of the ^ -plane,
for a given <3 , it is possible to find an 'Mf, indepent
such that kLiCc6k*~ < jLMCSi+l)* as A -5- ^
Hence by 'M1 test the series are uniformly convergent and
term by term integration or differentiation w;; vh respect
to <n is permissible in any finite region of the ^ -plane
Differentiating J £ with respect to
#• *
Hence _
I | - | _ ^
(when <2 /v is very large compared to «?A co£^ £
Hence the_above series is absolutely convergent and as
above it can also be proved that it is uniformly conver
gent. - . •
In a similar manner, it can be proved that the
* * • _ _
 f
other modified Mathieu functions «V£0 , JQ andXv+i J £w+ I




' As the functions Lg -5 £
 >vx differ from the
above functions Jg T7 only by factors, which are)n ; L} vn
independent of ^ , it can be proved that they and their
derivatives are also uniformly'and absolutely convergent.
Consider now the expansions given in a series of
products of Bessel functions.
If -Wfr denotes the coefficient of /t,0 . or
B .in the appropriate expansion,
Consider, for example ^ -
-V-{ - k {.*>•&£•- Jit* . and a -










..Comparing (4.40) and (4.42), it can be seen that
the series (4.39) converge more rapidly than (4.20),
(4.21).
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The uniform convergence of the series and hence
the absolute and uniform convergence of the derivatives
is 'easily proved and it can also be proved that the de-
rivatives of the'' series (4.39) converge faster than the
derivatives of the" series (4.20), (4.21).
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5. METHOD OF FINDING THE HIGHER ORDER
CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES. _ '
5.1 The three sets of expansions for the modified
Mathieu functions (and hence their derivatives) obtained
in Chapter IV, are uniformly and absolutely convergent for
a given a and for any given order of the function, so
long as 2 remains finite. For the evaluation of the
functions any of thes6 expansions can be used. The ex-
pansions (4.6) converge but slowly and even though expan-
sions (4.39) converge extremely rapidly, they are not so
convenient for computation purposes. Hence the expansions
(4.20). (4.21) are the most appropriate ones for any com-
putational work. The expansions (4.39) are independently
obtained. Hence they are most, useful when the accuracy
of the results which have been obtained earlier by using
expansions (4.20), (4.21) is to be checked.
5.2 As mentioned in Chapter III, the calculation of the
cut-off frequencies are obtained by finding the parametric
zeros of
where ^ is such that if e is the eccentricity of the? o
elliptic boundary, cosh | , - / / €• •
In the expansions of Ce.^  (^jJJ t^ v\ol ^ £/nf/ ff >°C) the
coefficients themselves are functions of Q and hence the
/
functions can be evaluated, for each £ , only for a given
q . So even if £ is known' it is not practicable to
find the parametric zeros directly. So we adopt the fol-
lowing method.
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For a given order m, for each value of s, the
' ^ ' /'
value cJi = /A Ct'4/i I ? which makes the function L^<L. or0
 ,/Q • m
St '• zero is calculated.
>-o + 1
From equation (3.1.0) which gives
the eccentricity e of the ellipse is calculated. Once e
is known, from equation (3.11), R - t*3~0 (l-& ) ^
the eigen values k (i.e. the cut-off frequencies) are found.
But the e obtained here are not the required values, the
values to be found being for ellipses of eccentricities
£. ~ * / ('•/) '7 and ' •£ - '95~ • Hence by linear iterated
interpolation the values of k corresponding to the required
e's are obtained. Tables A (1-15) and Tables B (1-15) give
the e and k obtained for the various values of s. Tables
C and D give the values of k for the e - . 1 (.1) .9 and
e = .95 for even and odd radial functions respectively of
orders 1-15. These cut-off frequencies have been calculated
for ellipses each of area 7/~ , so that while the eccentricity
varies, the area has been kept constant. When the ..cut-off
frequency in an elliptic duct of a particular eccentricity
e of cross section, but not of area 17 , is required, equa-
f
tion (3.8) can be used to obtain the result.
-j /'
5.3 From Chapter IV, Article 4.5, it is known that Cc2
C ^ , y ) are proportional to TQ^ ^J;/$)and ^  >XM., 6T//-
are proportional to Jo. T f >/i ) ? where ./5 - /y 9/ • ; the
constant of proportionality is a function of Q . These
are called 'joining factors' and are tabulated in 'Tables
Relating to Mathieu Functions'.22 The value of ? which
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I I
be considered to a fixed number of term depending ofcourse
on the order of the function, the value of s and the needed
accuracy of the result.
The coefficients De and Do, correct to nine signifi-
cant figures, for given values of s (at certain intervals)
22
up to 100 have been tabulated for functions of up to
order 15.
«
5.31 A computer program subroutine (in Fortran IV) cal-
culates the values (up to a required accuracy) of Bessel
functions, up to a few orders less than 200 for the same
1 15
argument. ' . .
Let J^ (•*.) —O for a 'n' very large compared to
the argument and let 3~ f x) = 10
91 - /
With the help of the recurrence relation
j^ ,^ -^ ,^ --^ ^
?C- —r /^ \
that is J>)_/ £*>= ^ 7i/x) 'Jr)^ )' J"+l
the values of Bessel functions with decreasing n are suc-
cesively evaluated for the same argument :>-'.
Then the factor A,.such that . .
JL = jr (*)+ j?j;£o + £.•<%(*)+ - ; - " ' ;
is obtained and each value of J>7 .£* ) obtained earlier is
multiplied by A to give the required values of the Bessel
functions of all orders up to a few orders less than n.
This method avoids the accumulation of rounding
errors which occur when 71 >x. and the recurrence relation
is used with ascending n.
5.32 It now becomes possible to compute the values of
J~f (or.. Jo .. ) for a given s and'a given -]&C6-t>k jl~
* used with the kind permission of .Dr. M.V. Lowson
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makes ^^ )r/ vanish for a given value of <•? hence would not
—r- f
differ from that, which makes J'& . zero for the same c'f ./n
Hence v;ithout any loss of generality the functions Je
and ^O •^'••: can ke considered.
p = 0 or 1 according as a function of period 772 or SIT2
is being considered.
Due to uniform convergence (Article 4.12),'we can
differentiate ^£9-v,*.H > °?, • K with respect to B> ,/x
 ry ^ v'j. -c y-1 /
term by term.
Hence Je^ ,,^  (^ )£) ~ ^"
29
which can be written as
~j~ /





It is of importance to note here that though in principle
the series is infinite, due to the rapid decrease of the
coefficients to zero, for a given s, the series need only
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' T / — ' \A program evaluates the values of J ^ -^ ( Jo. ) for
values of w starting with /./> (which means c<3~ =• y/S cla^ X. 5-,/Z
or cosh 5 = 1 or \ = 0) (we know the value of Je for
;
5 - 0 is zero). The values of w increase by increments
of 0.5 or 0.1 depending on the value of s and the order
of the function. When the function changes sign from
postive to negative, by chord iterative inverse inter-
17polation the value f^ JQ of f^~ which makes the function
£<Jo ) vanish is obtained.
'to " w „ /
Suppose Je. [i) for a value w (1) of w is positive
T' f /
and J-e. (Ay is negative for v^ (k). Then a better approxi-
mation to the zero of the function is obtained by the in-
/
tersection of the line through ( c-J-COj ^  O) ) and ('
S-t- f/i) ) v;ith the X-axis (where the && is along the
^^^ y
X-axis and J<? along the Y-axis) .
The equation of the line is given by
Je' - -Te'f/0 =
so that
. ... _ . .
gives a nearer value to the zero. We can find J-Z (#+/)•£ or
this U>(/i+Jj and apply the above formula again replacing
/2. by h. + 1 . This process can be continued until the
required accuracy is obtained. The program provides for
18 such iterations and the result obtained is accurate to
8 signigicant figures. If even after 18 iterations the
accuracy required is not obtained, it shows that cO~ has
been . incremented excessively. .Hence a smaller increment
to £x> is to be given.
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With this value of <u/\ , e and k are found in a
straight-forward manner from equations (3.10) and (3.11).
Since the values of Uyf are correct to eight significant
O'
figures and the values of -JA> are correct to eleven sig- ;:
nificant figures (due to computer limitations) the values
of e are correct to eight significant figures at least
and the values of k have an accuracy of seven significant
figures. All this has been said on the assumption that
— • /
 T / .
the values of the function ^6^ (. />? ) are correct to
eight significant figures.
With the help of expansions (4.39), the values of
-,_ , „_ /
function ^£yn ' '-//o hi ' were calculated and from these
the values of c.O^  , e and k were obtained as mentioned
above. It was found that accuracy of eight significant
figures has been maintained for f~J~o so that e and .k are
respectively accurate as mentioned above.
5.4 The values of e, obtained in the previous article,
are at irregular intervals. They are, however, in an
ascending order of magnitude. To obtain the values of k
for e = .1 (.1) .9 and e = .95, the method of linear
iterated interpolation is applied.
-Let ^ 2 • k e *-he values °f a variable and let values
of a function f be knovm: for these A'j-.Let x be an in-
terior point (between the smallest and the largest of *; )
and we are to find the value of the function for this x.
We calculate, successively, the functions -/- (^- */
*J *,<
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t ,9 >where 4- (*i > * i+l
\ JS,
i f , , x
 y.f, C^j ,-*J-H ) ^ + 2
J2>
etc., until we-; obtain the final convergent. For example,
if 2 ~1 , we have to obtain .-j i^i •> XL > *3 > X^ ) *s~ ) *£ ) *">)'
The final convergent gives the value of j- ('*-) at "X. . If
the % j ~ X- are so arranged that / ^ j ~ ^  / are in an
ascending order, the convergence is rapid and a more
accurate result is obtained.
The program from which the values of k for parti-
cular values of e are obtained, incorporates the above and
the results so obtained are given in Tables .C and D .. These
values are accurate to six significant figures.
The values of k corresponding to e = 0 , (which is a circle)
23
were obtained from Olver. - - - •
5.5 The method described above was followed and the
values of the cut-off frequencies for ellipses of the re-
*\ c~
quired eccentricities were obtained. However, there
were two main hurdles to be overcome.
(1) For higher values of e, but smaller orders of
the function, the above program did not converge so fast
so that the results obtained were not sufficiently accurate.
(2) For large orders of the function, the cut-off
frequencies could not be found, as values of coefficients
for «6 larger than 100 were needed in this case and these
22
are not tabulated in National Bureau of Standards.
In the first case, the values k decreased more
rapidly as e increased. Hence it was necessary that more
values of k be calculated nearer the required eccentricities,
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Hence ,for larger values of s, smaller increments in s
were to be considered. The characteristic values -£"£, , *
/ / i / i I , , \ */»0j. i «^ - Jb-£^ -.6/3 cvncL •v^ ~''J~o -^/::>p-.) are tabulated at
22
smaller intervals of s in National Bureau of Standards.
If" the coefficients De (Do) could be generated from these
characteristic values, then the functions could be evalu-
ated by the method described above and then the values of
£A-vc,.£j and k computed.
In the second case, the characteristic values for
s larger than 100 have been tabulated in Blanch and Rhodes
5. Here the tabulation has been done for values of t and




c /{-) ~ JrQ ^ 'O~~ ~^a & ) where >^ = 2ft- J
The range of t is 0 < t" < • I so that s ranges .from
to 100. The characteristic values c\. and -6; for a given s
• If / t
/ * / /
can be obtained from tl. ~ ,6- £. ('/S) -A/3 and/>. - M•& (A)- -^ /.5,A A1 /-* A -^ ' I >
.which are obtained from Ber and Bor t Once again, when the
characteristic values are known, the problem just reduces
'-&>to one of ' generating the coefficients ^)
5.6 The method of obtaining the characteristic values
a (or b) for the Mathieu's egua'tion for a given value of
tf/C-^^} and then generating the coefficients from these
12 9 19
values is given in Ince, Goldstein, McLachlan. A de-
ta'iled method by which the coefficients of expansion can
* See expansions 4.6
— o(J "*•
be found, once the .characteristic values are known is
given in Blanch 4, and it has been found most useful,
when the coefficients have to be found for low order
functions with not too high a, and for high order func-
tions with large Q/ . The method is discussed in detail
below.
Substituting the expansions (4.3) in the Mathieu's
equation (4.1) and equating the coefficients of






where -> / L (5.6)
a (or b) being the characteristic value of the function
If M^ ~ '^ J2? C'A2- .^.^  , and H '-z JL
"-- &'-
then the above equations reduce to
6, = v0 , " ^- " " ^? ^ y-t ^ Gj. ^ «: -x/- ~ 6?
/; 6 ( C 7







And in general ^
 = — • , ^ 3 (5.li)
and
 >n ". V»>-S " 'C~ = -a"
 2 ' *5» T (5.12)
Since the series (4.3) are absolutely convergent for given
values of d. , there is a number M for each series such
that





the magnitude of fi
 0 must be of the same order as that
•* 1 1 -^.
of V" and also it must have the same sign as 7/~ .
 0 .
''^  ~ X, . ''If '" "i
This means there will be a loss of considerable number of
significant figures when H is subtracted fromy y
 w,-a
V~" • No doubt, the values of the coefficients do
»*i-3
decrease rapidly in this region; hovjever, the loss of
accuracy of the result, if this formula were used is more
and hence it is not possible to generate all the G from
this formula. Once the Gp , G,, ....... (or G^, GO, ...... )
have been evaluated, the coefficients ADQ , ADp , ..........
(or AD,., AD3, ....... ), can be found, A being an arbitrary
. - 62 -
constant. (Without any loss of generality, we use D
to represent coefficient A or B , since for a character-
m m
istic value Va1 or 'b' gives rise to only one periodic
solution, when ij, is not zero and no confusion arises as
to the type of coefficients considered.)
Of the four type of solutions considered, only the
first (even function with period ~[\ ) is a bit compli-
cated. The rest can be obtained without much difficulty.
So we shall consider even functions of period TT
Initially the coefficients D are all positive and
they increase up to a largest coefficient, say, D and





Since the coefficients decrease to zero, let us suppose
that the series is terminated after a certain number of
terms for the required accuracy. From the order of the
function and the value of a , it is possible to determine
this number without much difficulty. Let D be the last
term of the series.
We first compute the values of v v . ... . V. .
^ o > ^2 ) > "--
from equation (5.6) to the required number of significant
figures, which is the number' of significant figures needed
in the largest coefficient D .
m
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After this, the quantities G~ , H? , G,, H. , .......... ,
G,.), . Hv are evaluated, where each G is computed from
.•*•' >• m
equations (5.7) or (5.12) and the H are obtained as
m
reciprocals of;-G . The computation continues until the
G are numerically greater than unity, G being the
last of these. The computation in this direction is now
stopped after H has been found. This is known as the
'forward1 process.
Since D is the last term of the series, it will be very
near zero, and we can write
.
(Actually G = - r- , but since . V:, is
w v, -Ci
^ LJ -t %
very large and G _ negligible, we get
the result)
From G , the values of H
 0 , H 0 ,..-.... H are ob-w w - ^  w — ^  v
tained from equation (5.12), as that equation gives
Hv - v - G,Yvi-2.. hi 'VM
The G are nov.1 obtained as the reciprocals of H . G - =
m . m w - 3.
I I H and so on. In these calculations the number of
. • / kr- a
significant figures obtained increases in accuracy at
each step- until a maximum accuracy is reached. The last
value obtained in this process is H .^ . This is known as
the 'backward' process.
The value of H ^  obtained here is compared with
the value of H ^  obtained earlier. If the agreement is
satisfactory (if, for example, we desire to have the
largest coefficient to nine significant figures, the two
.values of H should agree to that extent), The coeffi-
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cients can now be determined.
The coefficients so determined can then be normalised in
the manner required.
We now write D = 1.
The remaining coefficients D are obtained by the re-
lationships
If V = o , D0~ I y D^ . - <3/A , and so on.
To obtain the coefficients 1) e, ~
 >ri
Let /I - £ 2> - /
^o *n
Then each "£>
 e - J)o», //? •5 A. ^
Methods have to be found to increase the accuracy, when
the values of H , found by the two processes do not agree
to the required number of significant figures.
The error in the ratios G is due to
(1) rounding off errors in the various calculations,
which could be avoided by taking sufficient number of sig-
nificant figures . . .
and (2) error in the value of the characteristic value a,
Suppose c\_ - CL -i- ^  , where a is the real value,
a is the assumed value and /\ is the error.
Let the ratios G and H evaluated from the 'forward
m- m
process1 be denoted by Gn and H respectively andto, i "fa}i






• ' ^ '
L
/ < ? , / ™ ^'l 5.1 ~ ~ ? ^5 neglecting powers of
greater than 1 and replacing HO , by H, .
•</ I ^C
From the methods used to obtain the ratios G and H in
m m












Let rI and k) denote the values of H , G evalu-
>n;a m, 2^ . mm
ated from the 'backward process' and let 9) £F
 /N£ ) *"> «•
denote the respective errors from the real values H and G
c <~> -f-Via-t- ^1 ~— ' / / ~ /7» C\fY^C\ £ — ^ ^" ^_ n/ -Vi^  ff» •• ' /)O '^1 5 ?^1 - J frl ^^ ) -^.
If G is the last ratio evaluated £? — '•/ Vu?-
W "J"
-, i- .
Hence t - - A 6?^
^ ^With the help of the method used in generating the ratios





• f r t s ^ ~ (i+°i, +& & + - • + & & ' - -^ ) (5.14)/ /n^ q L. ?m ^ ^14i fo+ • U.J)





7*.,* V '^,« ' '"^ ^ (5.15)
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Since the ratios G and H are so obtained that G
m m m
for TV) < ->J> , and G <i | for , from the expressions
for /? .^ and R.^
 g it is obvious that ^y . is generally
^ { and /^ > / when ^>2 . Hence, generally <^v.<
>•>; 3
will be nearer H ,. than W^,
 s . •j^  ^^  -<,
With this corrected value of H ^  , v;e now proceed to cor-
rect a few of the ratios G , H , m havinq values near » .
m m ^
(As the coefficients rapidly reduce in magnitude when m is
much greater than i> . only a few of the ratios H , G ,
m near i> , need correction) .
Evaluate H ^  -- ff^ - | fi^^ (^ <^




(as G generates H , only G , for a few values of m need
m m J m
be corrected)
After these corrections, it can be checked whether
the H^ obtained above agrees with /•/
 4 to the required
number1 of significant figures (which, has been found to be
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true).
The coefficients D are computed and the values of
m c
D can be checked by the formula
m
which gives the accuracy of the values found. Now the
D could be normalised to obtain the coefficients 3>e..--
m .m,
•.The above method could 'be applied to all the four
periodic functions with the appropriate initial relations
given by equations (5.7) to (5.10).
Once the coefficients are found the required




The cut-off frequencies for high order circum-
ferential modes have been calculated for various eccen-
tricities of the .elliptic duct section. .
" * •*. * .
The cut-off frequencies for even functions decrease
with increasing eccentricity as was expected. For odd
functions though for the lowest two orders the eigen fre-
quencies increase with eccentricity, it is of interest to
note that the third order eigen frequencies are oscillatory
as the eccentricity increases. For higher order odd func-
tions, the eigen frequencies decrease in as much as, for
f
high orders, they assume the same values as those for even
functions. As a matter of fact, we find that deforming a
circular pipe into an elliptic one of sufficiently large
eccentricity produces only a small reduction in the cut-
off frequency, provided the area of the pipe section is
kept invariable.
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SOME PROPERTIES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS.
Bessel functions J (x) of the first kind are solu-
tions of the Bessel fs equation ' -
where n is a positive integer.
• A few of the important properties of these functions
are listed below. These properties have been used fre-
quently in the text.
—r^ r _. \
(3)
(4)





where (_ represents Gegenbauer polynomial ' and
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APPENDIX III. About the Computer Programs.
A_ In programs EJ and OJ, the eccentricities of the
ellipses and the corresponding eigen values for given
values of the'parameter s were obtained. Programs EJ
were for even radial Mathieu functions and Programs OJ •
were for "odd radial Mathieu functions.
.
 t \
The input variables were
(i) S = parameter s
(ii) BE = the characteristic number 'be1 or 'bo' accord-
ing as the function is even or"odd
The variables used in the programs were
(i) DE = the coefficients De or Do of expansions, which
are computed in the program for each particular
s and the corresponding characteristic number.
(ii) X = w'= N/4 cosh J
(iii) ZI = <r
(iv) CEDASH or SEDASH = the value of Je or Jo/ for the
X.
The values obtained were
(i) W = W - the value •/£> cosh ^ of w which .makes
° J0
the function zero.
(ii) E = the eccentricity of the ellipse
(iii) EIGEN VALUE = the cut-off frequency corresponding
to the eccentricity.
13 In program LCM, the cut-off frequencies in elliptic
ducts of eccentricities e - .1 (.1) .9 and e = .95 were
obtained.
The input variables were
- 1 2 6 - ' • • ' • -
(i) X = the eccentricities obtained from Program EJ
or OJ
(ii) Y = the eigen values corresponding to the above
eccentricities, also obtained from the Program
EJ or OJ
The variables used in the program were
(i) XL = seven values of X, nearest to the eccentricity
for which the eigen value is to be evaluated.
(ii)- YL = seven values of Y, corresponding to the seven
values of X above.
Subroutine INTER evaluates the successive convergents for
linear iterated interpolation.
The values obtained were
FUN = the successive convergents and hence also the
final convergent for this interpolation.
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ORGANISATION OF COMPRESSOR NOISE STUDY.
GENERATING MECHANISM








































CRITICAL WAVE-LENGTHS OF WAVES IN
. ELLIPTICAL PIPES.
Here the H-curves are the critical magnetic wavelengths
and E-curves are the critical electrical wavelengths.
Thus H * and H--, are respectively odd and even, curves of
o •*• e J-
order one. H is an even curve of order zero,
e o
ODD WAVES EVEN WAVES
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Figure £ (a)



















Even Radial Pressure Functions of Lowest Cross-mode in































































Even .Radial Pressure Functions of Lowest Cross-mode in





































Odd Radial Pressure Functions of Lowest Cross-mode in




















Figure 9 fb) '



































































Figure 11 (a) ' '. - . . , : :^
Odd Radial Pressure Functions of Lowest Cross-mode in
an Elliptic Duct.

















Figure 11 (b) -
Odd Radial Pressure Functions, of Lowest Cross-mode in
an Elliptic Duct.
(mode = 15)
